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Intro
Welcome to Blog Talk Radio, I am you Host Dawid Yacob Maccabeus today is.....I am
coming to you live from Sweden your listening to Signs of the Times the show that came
right on time.
Before we begin let us open in a word of pray so that we bind and bond the principalities and
give Praise and Credit to the MOST HIGH YAH AHYAH HAYHA father of YAHUSHUA.
And we pray....
Today I am going to breakdown a key tool used by the manipulators called the Hollywood
film. Now I know that this is pretty popular now a day’s which is good and this is not one of
these programs that will do this, but I will use this method to relay a message. The Movie I
will be breaking down today is called The Book of Eli, but before I began I need to take
this moment to bring up a very important issue that has been on my mind for some
time. It is the issue concerning stumbling blocks.
Before I explain let me read this passage from First Peter:
First Peter 2:4
1Pe 2:4 To whom coming, as unto a living stone, disallowed indeed of men, but chosen of
The Most High, and precious,
1Pe 2:5 Ye also, as lively stones, are built up a spiritual house, an holy priesthood, to offer up
spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to AHYAH by YAHU-SHUA.
1Pe 2:6 wherefore also it is contained in the scripture, Behold, I lay in Zion a chief corner
stone, elect, precious: and he that believeth on him shall not be confounded.
1Pe 2:7 unto you therefore which believe he is precious: but unto them which be disobedient,
the stone which the builders disallowed, the same is made the head of the corner,
1Pe 2:8 And a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offence, even to them which stumble at the
word, being disobedient: whereunto also they were appointed.
1Pe 2:9 But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people;
that ye should shew forth the praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his
marvellous light:
1Pe 2:10 Which in time past were not a people, but are now the people of AHYAH HAYHA:
which had not obtained mercy, but now have obtained mercy.
Now I read this because I want to bring you to the word “Stumbling Block” now in this
passage stumbling block is used to mean obstacles. What Peter was saying is that the Messiah
was used as an Obstacle to the ones that should have known him and their ignorance led to
his death.
But this generation will not stumble this peculiar people, chosen generation will complete the
task that they have been chosen to do.
Now I say this because in this day in age the stumbling blocks are “The Hebrew Israelites”
It’s the same trick! They are using us to destroy ourselves just like they used the Messiah to
cause our brothers in the past to stumble.....Do You Understand?

Okay let me break this down:
There is a Video on YouTube called “The Original Jews were NOT Black” this video was
upload by a guy that calls himself a Rabbi as he sits in his chair arrogantly explaining they
why the claims of our Brooklyn Hebrew Brothers.
Now I would not normally waste my time with this...Because it is a distraction...Because
anyone that denies the Messiah YAHUSHUA is not complete in their wisdom. I DONT
CARE how clever they sound...Or how many degrees they have behind their name and this
includes a PHD.
Plus who is in control of this so called education system?
Now let me explain about these stumbling blocks:
Okay now I am going to address the Black Hebrew Israelites movement in New York... Now
I say this out of LOVE. I love these brothers I do. Because what they are doing is brave, its
need, its nesssarry. Just the fact that they are out there draws attention and stimulates your
mind to even consider the Israelites being Black. OKAY this is why I called them modern day
Hasmoneans...
But these brothers are placing themselves in great danger. They are being deceived. They
need to wake up. They don’t realise that they are being used to keep many of the lost sheep
blind....
They don’t realise that the enemy is using them against those that are speaking the things that
are needed to free our people.
NOW if you don’t think that the FBI, ADL, ACLU or any of these organization would allow
videos that speak about the JEWS or Killing White People to stay on you tube you need a
course in “COIN TEL PRO” ....These videos are useful if not you or I would not see them.
Some of these videos have been there since 2007.......ALMOST FOUR YEARS!!! If you
think I talking BS look up project Megiddo... and if this broadcast get shut down...THEN
YOU KNOW WHY! Then you will know what I am talking about.
NOW I mention this because this relates to that Video “The Original Jews were NOT Black”
This video claims “it can destroy or claims within 10 minutes” Which is ridicules, because as
a Jew he denies the MESSIAH so he lacks knowledge therefore he lack the ability, so
normally I wouldn’t give him the time of day, but because this might be an issue lets use him
and the New York Based Hebrew Israelite Movement as an example. NOW I am going to
speak about his video, I am not going to go over ever part of it, because I really want to get
into The Book of Eli, which is an awesome broadcast, BUT I WANT TO TAKE THIS
OPPRTUNITY TO TEACH AND EXPOSE.
Let turn this into a benefit that will increase our understanding of the words that the MOST
HIGH gives us. Okay now in this Usurpers video he uses the word RUDDY to disclaim our
claims as the Hebrew Israelites, Now why this is a good example is because this is a word
that is used by white supremacy and many racist to twist scripture. It is a good example to
start with.

Okay in his video he makes many errors about the language, and also the prophet Obadiah,
which means “Servant of AHYAH” now there are many people name Obadiah, but this
particular OBADIAH is not an EDOMITE. This self called Rabbi Claims that OBADIAH is
an Edomite to support his deseminate of the black Hebrew Israelites. NOW he makes this
claim based on the Talmud.
OKAY NOW Here is some back ground concerning Obadiah. He was the Governor of Israel
under the King AHAB at this time the Edomite where enemies of Israel, so why would they
place an Edomite in this high position?
Now we know AHAB was a demon we know the story about Jezebel, but still Obadiah was a
prophet of the most high. Of course he can use whomever he choose, but if he would use an
Edomite as a Prophet then someone might make a video in 2010 making objections to his
chosen and using Obadiah to do so. Plus the source is from the Talmud and we all know
where this comes from.
He also uses this to say that the conversion of the Edomites during the time of the
Hellezation which lead to the takeover of the Kingdom and the High priest position and
the death of the Messiah was a good thing.
Now either he is clueless or deceiver and if he is either why would we waste out time
listening to him? Like I said there are many things that he said, that let me know how foolish
he truly is, but his use of the word RUDDY really stood out.
So what is RUDDY? In order to understand this word we can’t place or understanding in the
system that invented there version of the word RUDDY we have to go to the people that
created the meaning and to whom this word is in reference to.
To break it down to the basics RUDDY means red, but red as in colour, because red has many
different shades and plus are so called “RED PEOPLE” really red? Have you ever seen a
RED person? So let’s break down this word ruddy in the Original Hebrew. Now before we
start let me make this final statement if we are using the WORDS of The MOST HIGH to
promote separation then we are all in ERROR! This includes JEWS, PHD Biblical Scholars,
Black Hebrew or Hasmoneans wantabees yelling in the streets and myself included.
Okay so how did the Original Hebrew use this word ruddy.
Ruddy (also called florid) is a reddish or rosy crimson colour. The first recorded use of ruddy
as a colour name in English was in 1000. AD
Middle English rudi, from Old English rudig, from rudu redness; akin to Old English rēad red
— more at red First Known Use: before 12th century
1. Having a healthy reddish color
2. Red, reddish
3. British —used as an intensive <bellowed like a ruddy bull

Synonyms: blooming, florid, flush, full-blooded, glowing, red, rosy, rubicund, sanguine
Antonyms: ashen, ashy, doughy, livid, lurid, mealy, pale, paled, palish, pallid, pasty, peaked,
peaky, sallow, sallowish, wan
Okay now we are going to use one verse in the WORD GENSIS 2:7
“And the LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became a living soul.”
Now here is something to think about: How would you break down these two sentences into
another language or cultures?
“It was a Blinding White Light” Or “That brother was BLACK as night”
Now keep this frame of mind as I explain this:
So what is the Original Hebrew Language?
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